OSSL SHELL CORRIB SAGA – WHO’S WHO

Shell

Brian Foley, Contracts Manager, Corrib Project: brian.foley@shell.com

Julia Busby, Head of Shell Legal: julia.busby@shell.com

Frances van Dam, from Shell’s business integrity department: Frances.vanDam@Shell.Com

Charles Hornsby, Ethics and Compliance Officer at Shell Downstream charles.hornsby@shell.com

Bridgit Lowe, head of Shell Legal, Ireland bridgid.lowe@shell.com

John Gallagher: John.Gallagher@shell.com (Exec VP Shell Global Upstream)

Alan Mee: Assistance Mayo Manager: alan.mee@shell.com

Ann Hamilton, Shell Corrib Financial Director: a.hamilton@shell.com

Wim-Peter Vanbel, wim-peter.vanbel@shell.com (regional head Business Integrity Dept Europe & Russia

Christy Loftus, Shell Ireland Communications: Christy Loftus christy.loftus@shell.com

Michiel Brandjes, Company Sec. & General Counsel: michiel.brandjes@shell.com

Agnes McIaverty, Permits and Consents Manager for Shell E&P Ireland Limited: agnes.mclaverty@shell.com

Mary Barrett, Emergency Response Co- Ordinator Shell mary.barrett@shell.com

Peter Voser, RDS Plc CEO: peter.r.voser@shell.com

Conner Byrne, Shell EP Ireland” (said to have demanded that invoices be falsified and diverted to Roadbridge to avoid any direct connection with Shell – also said to have threatened that OSSL would never work again in oil and gas industry if it revealed any of the activity)

Terry Nolan, former CEO, Shell E&P Ireland

Michael Crothers, CEO Shell E&P Ireland: M.Crothers@shell.com

(said to have “personally felt some moral obligation...” )
Roadbridge (Main Contractor on Corrib Project?)

OSSL people

Desmond Kane: osslbangor@hotmail.com
Amanda Kane
Neil Rooney: neilrooneycorrib@hotmail.com

OSSL Supporter/agent/employee? – GEORGE HAMILTON

George Hamilton: georgehamilton@live.ie
Sent email in support of OSSL to Shell to Sea, also made several postings on our “Shell Blog”, all supportive of OSSL. Seems to have inside information.

Alleged Third Party Beneficiaries

Mrs Noone
Mr Eamon Sweeney
Jacintha Healey
Collotys

Tracey Murray, Solicitor acting for Jacintha Healy and Mary Kate Healey

Family alleged by OSSL to have been “love bombed” by Shell to get Corrib project off the ground: traceymurray@eircom.net (Phone: 098-36897)

KPMG DUBLIN

Liam Grimes: liam.grimes@kpmg.ie

(Grimes said to have warned OSSL via their accountant John MacNally of FMB Dublin, that they could end up in jail)

John, Partner FMB Dublin

Phone: +353-1-645 2002 Fax: +353-1-645 2049
E-Mail: enquiry@fmb.ie

OSSL SOLICITORS? – LAVELL COLEMAN

Marc Fitzgibbon, Partner: Marc@lavellecoleman.ie

IRISH POLICE (THE GARDA)

Martin Callinan, Garda Commissioner
martin.callinan@garda.ie

(OSSL claims in an email dated 6 Feb 2013 that it sent a request by recorded post seeking the intervention of Mr Callinan)
Detective Chief Superintendent John Gilligan: john.gilligan@garda.ie
Superintendent Patrick Diskin: patrick.diskin@garda.ie
Superintendent Joe Gannon: joe.gannon@garda.ie
Vermilion Energy – Partner in Corrib Project
Martin Bolt
mbolt@vermilionenergy.com
Doherty Ryan & Associates – Dublin Solicitors
R Doherty: rdoherty@dohertyryan.com
P J Henehan of FS Taxation Dublin
pjhenehan@fstaxation.ie
Statoil – Partner in Corrib Project
jljr@statoil.com

IRISH MINISTRY FOR JUSTICE & EQUALITY

Alan Shatter TD, Minister for Justice & Equality
Damien Brennan, his Private Secretary
info@justice.ie
OSSL

On Site....On Time
The OSSL Company
Atlantic House, Main Street, Bangor Erris, Co Mayo

Garda Superintendent John Gilligan
C/o Belmullet Garda Station
Belmullet
Co Mayo

28 February 2011

Strictly Private & Confidential

Dear Sir

I write to ask if you can assist us in a matter of some importance to our Company.

At the Christmas period of 2007, we were instructed by Shell E&P Ireland to purchase and deliver festive gifts to An Garda Síochana at 2 locations, one of the locations being Belmullet Garda Station.

Unfortunately, Shell E&P Ireland have failed to reimburse us for our outlay. In order that we may recover our outlay, would it be possible for An Garda Síochana Belmullet to confirm safe receipt of the aforementioned items?

At Shell’s insistence these gifts came with a high degree of confidentiality, which we have adhered to until this very day.

Thank you in anticipation of a positive reply.

Should you need to speak with me, I am available at 086 828 7690.

Yours faithfully

Desmond Kane
OSSL Bangor Erris

Mob: 086 8287690

OSSL - On Site On Time
osslbangor@hotmail.com
Mr Desmond Kane,
The OSSL Company,
Atlantic House,
Main Street,
Bangor Erris,
Co. Mayo.

Dear Mr. Kane,

With reference to attached,

I would ask that you refer all correspondence on this matter to the Superintendent at Belmullet Garda Station.

Yours sincerely,

Superintendent John Gilligan,
Garda Press Officer
Marc Fitzgibbon for OSSL has been told to contact ROADBRIDGE direct  
By Jilly White  

ROADBRIDGE played no part in the make up of the twenty one TOXIC invoices  

In the second week of May 2007 Shell informed OSSL that if they wanted  
"f*#king paid for our outlay" then we would transfer these invoices to  
Roadbridge for payment and disguise the content in a manner instructed by Shell  

Roadbridge had no knowledge of the content of these invoices  

ROADBRIDGE can not make the adjustment unless instructed by SHELL  

SHELL must attend any meeting with OSSL LAVELLE COLEMAN and  
ROADBRIDGE if Any progress is to be made  

The OSSL Company
Marc please forward this to Shell legal

From: THE OSSL COMPANY (osslbangor@hotmail.com)
Sent: 22 September 2011 09:24:28
To: sslbangor@hotmail.com

Marc Fitzgibbon for OSSL has been told to contact ROADBRIDGE direct
By Jilly White

ROADBRIDGE played no part in the make up of the twenty one TOXIC invoices

In the second week of May 2007 Shell informed OSSL that if they wanted “fucking paid for our outlay” then we would transfer these invoices to Roadbridge for payment and disguise the content in a manner instructed by Shell.

Roadbridge had no knowledge of the content of these invoices

ROADBRIDGE can not make the adjustment unless instructed by SHELL

SHELL must attend any meeting with OSSL LAVELLE COLEMAN and ROADBRIDGE if Any progress is to be made

The OSSL Company
Further to our previous correspondence, please see the below.

Subject: Garda Alcohol/Special Favours for Landowners
From: osslbangor@hotmail.com
Date: Mon, 3 Oct 2011 11:47:49 +0100
CC: Marc@lavellecoleman.ie
To: t.nolan@shell.com; j.finlayson@shell.com

Terry

Two things:

Firstly, we have not been contacted by Roadbridge regarding resolving this matter.

Secondly, your local press have since last Friday been pestering OSSL. They would appear to know about the special favours in scant detail but not about the alcohol. OSSL, of course, remain silent on the matter.

I think it so important Terry that we divide out the Garda matter.

Kindest Regards

Desmond

Sent from my iPad
Dear Mr. Kane

I act for Jacintha Healy and Mary Kate Healy, both of Ballinaboy, Co. Mayo.
I refer to your recent correspondence to my clients in which you state the following:

(1) That you have been informed that if any works were carried out by Shell on my clients’ properties, that this would have been “corrupt and should never have taken place.”
(2) That you have taken money out of your own pocket to improve the situation of my clients.
(3) That all goods bought and paid for on Shell’s behalf remain your property until paid for in full.

My clients strongly object to the tone of your correspondence and to the implication that they have been involved in some kind of corrupt activity. There is also the suggestion that you may seek to retrieve goods from my clients’ premises.

If you have any grievance arising out of your dealings with Shell, that is a matter between yourselves and them, and is no concern of my clients. Please do not approach my clients in relation to this matter again. If you have any further need to contact them, please do so through my office.

Yours faithfully

TRACEY MURRAY
Dear Sir
My we respectfully request an immediate update re KMPG input as discussed last Thursday

With respect

Desmond Paul Kane

OSSL

Telephone (0044) 075 90 11 07 17
On 22 May 2012, at 07:22, <M.Crothers@shell.com> wrote:

Mr. Kane,
Liam Grimes, Tax Director at KPMG met with your accountant on Friday morning and discussed the accounting treatment together. Liam called me later in the day to say that Liam had not changed his interpretation. My understanding was that your accountant was going to reflect on the conversation and advise you - you may want to check with him for his latest views.

Michael
Managing Director, Shell E&P Ireland Limited
Registered Office
Corrib House
52 Lower Leeson Street
Dublin 2
Ireland

Registered in Ireland Number 316588

Directors: MJ Crothers, JG Egan, AM Hamilton
Dear Sir

Took your advise and spoke to John Macnally re his meeting with Shell KPMG Mr Grimes.

I wish to make this observation off the record and only as a conversation between our selves and not Shell OSSL.

If you ever want to fill a man with resolve that will fuel him in his determination to see a situation through to an honest conclusion then,

Firstly ... Tell him in front of his legal representative at ten forty five on a Thursday that you SHELL did in fact shut his company down abruptly, without notice, and immorally.

Then secondly ... send the all powerful KPMG to his accounts office at nine am Friday the following day to inform him through his advisor that a prison sentence is the likely outcome of being involved in the supply of large amounts of Alcohol to the Irish Police Force and for allowing his company to be used by SHELL for the falsification of invoices to suit SHELLS purposes in disguising payments in cash and favours for selected MAYO locals.

Always mindful that the aforementioned acts were carried out on SHELL instructions one wonders if KPMG were in receipt of all the detail to allow them to suggest prison was a real possibility.

Yours in astonishment.

Desmond.

Desmond Paul Kane

OSSL

Telephone (0044) 075 90 11 07 17
I did not say that "Shell shut down your company immorally". I was careful to say that I personally felt some moral obligation to try to find a way to find a settlement, hence the without prejudice offer that was made.

Would you like to meet again soon to continue discussions?

Michael
Managing Director, Shell E&P Ireland Limited
Registered Office
Corrib House
52 Lower Leeson Street
Dublin 2
Ireland

Registered in Ireland Number 316588

Directors: MJ Crothers, JG Egan, AM Hamilton
Dear Sir
Thank you for your reply, the words are all there if the are in the correct order or not they still spell the closure dispite our protestation Shell.

Can you taste the anger and frustration that is now a daily factor in Amandas Neil and myself lives ?

In 2003 a late night instruction came to me directly from Shell Corrib via Mr Mark Carrigay and Mr John Cronin they were traveling across country to Dublin to Madigans Bar in Donnybrook for Shell Corrib Christmas festivities. We were ordered to go to site under the cover of darkness in an unmarked vehicle to call at four different locations on the border of the terminal, we had to without being see remove all planning signs return to our office with the signs and change the script or message contained on the signs. We then had to return to site erect the replacement planning signs firstly at the Bellanaboy junction which involved laying in the ditch adjacent to the Culloty and Healey households of coarse we had to be mindful of the noise factor so late at night up there you can hear a pin drop we did however manage to fulfill Mr Carrigay s instruction. Mr Cronin was at all times monitoring our progress by Mobil phone from Madigens Bar and we were informed that when confirmed that the mission was compleat the music was lowered and the announcement was made that OSSL had saved the day.

The following day a delegation of senior Shell Corrib people called to our office in Bangor Erris and informed us that someone locally had identified a flaw in your planning signs and had intend to challenge there validity with the planning people the next day a move which could have resulted in a delay of up to a year and serious embarrassment for Shell.

We were of coarse given great plaudits by your grateful colleagues. We were informed that an attitude such as ours would result in a successful project.

Where did the people laying in the dirty ditch go wrong?

Michael the next time you see me and Neil and Amanda in the street protesting about our treatment at least you will understand a little bit better.

Perhaps "moral" will play its part.

With respect

Desmond
Desmond Paul Kane

OSSL

Telephone (0044) 075 90 11 07 17
On 8 Jun 2012, at 08:46, <M.Crothers@shell.com> wrote:

Mr. Kane,
Apparently, our legal representatives have been playing phone tag all week. Is there a time today when Marc Fitzgibbon would be able to speak with Julia Busby? Julia is available this afternoon.

Michael
Managing Director, Shell E&P Ireland Limited
Registered Office
Corrib House
52 Lower Leeson Street
Dublin 2
Ireland

Registered in Ireland Number 316588

Directors: MJ Crothers, JG Egan, AM Hamilton
Dear Sir ,

I will press Marc Fitzgibbon for a response .

The following is for your information only and need be repeated to no others , today is my last day on the olympic project in east London and thereafter I'm free to meet at times that suit Julia or yourself , Neil Rooney , Amanda and myself intend to press ahead with our original plans to obtain business from the oil and gas sector , however there is an obvious fear that Mr Byrne of Shell firm promise that we would never work in the industry again is still ringing in our ears .

Would it be possible without compromising Shells position in our disputed matters to obtain from Corrib Gas Project management some form of endorsement declaring satisfaction with OSSL in their endeavours on behalf of the Project since 2002 .

We have in mind a project within the UK that would kick start our recovery as a viable business and our chances of obtaining such work would be greatly enhanced if we had an endorsement of our ability as a first class supplier of Safety and engineering products .

With much respect

Desmond Paul Kane

OSSL

Telephone (0044) 075 90 11 07 17
Mr. Kane,
Let’s discuss your request at our next face to face meeting. My personal view is that Mr. Byrne, who has not worked for Shell for some time, would not have influence on decision making in oil and gas companies regarding potential employment of OSSL.

Michael
Managing Director, Shell E&P Ireland Limited
Registered Office
Corrib House
52 Lower Leeson Street
Dublin 2
Ireland

Registered in Ireland Number 316588

Directors: MJ Crothers, JG Egan, AM Hamilton
Received this morning from M Crothers an acidic reply would be that Byrne had enough influence on Corrib to cost all three of us our jobs. DPK

Desmond Paul Kane

OSSL

Telephone (0044) 075 90 11 07 17
8th August 2012

To whom it may concern,

OSSL was contracted by Shell Exploration and Production Ireland (SEPIL) from 2004 to 2010, providing safety equipment and consumables to the Corrib Gas Project. OSSL’s activities also included refurbishing offices, coordinating local contractors on small project works, land reinstatement and fencing.

SEPIL found that OSSL was very dedicated and flexible, and carried out their work safely and efficiently. Despite opposition to the project from some members of community, OSSL also proved capable of working productively in a strained environment.

Signed:  
Michael Crothers  
Managing Director  
Shell E&P Ireland Limited
From: OSSL <osslbangor@hotmail.com>  
Date: 23 August 2012 10:45:02 GMT+01:00  
To: brian.foley@shell.com  
Subject: Your instructions to OSSL for the record . a sinister twist  

For the attention of Mr Brian Foley Contracts Manager Shell Corrib Gas Project, Leeson Street Dublin, and Bellanaboy Site Erris County Mayo.

Dear Mr Foley,

In March 2012 at a meeting in Shell head office in London in the presence of Mr Michael Crothers CEO Shell E&P Ireland Julia Busby Head of Legal Shell and Frances van Dam of Shells business integrity department BID, I was informed by Miss van Dam that when asked by her for your confirmation that you had used OSSL to make payments of cash and gifts to various parties in Erris and beyond you declared that you had no such knowledge of the numerous transactions that had taken place.

Can you imagine the surprise and shock on hearing this declaration by you when you know fine well you had on occasions called to our business premises in person and in the presence of three witnesses (some times four) and gave instructions regarding the purchase of various items to be gifted to local householders with a view to advancing your project in a particularly difficult period of your construction program, these transactions were later "buried" by your Mr Conner Byrne of Shell in a manner such as to disguise the nature of the purchase and the recipient, to that end he (Mr Byrne) demanded that the invoices to cover the transactions be falsified and diverted to Roadbridge (a Corrib contractor) so as to avoid any connection with Shell directly. Whilst we did not agree with this route for reimbursement we were given no alternative.

Whilst I can only imagine that your inexplicable denial of what you knew to be the facts in this matter is brought on by a need for self preservation completely ignoring the enormous consequence for me and my family which you have just witnessed, it is clear that had you come clean to Mr Crothers then this matter could have been resolved with the minimum of pain some thing you might want to reflect on.

You will recall that you attended a meeting on this matter with Shell Corrib Financial Director Ann Hamilton in Lesson Street some time ago at which all these Disguised favours were openly discussed including the cash payments to security Guards at which you spoke at length on indicating how that should have been hidden, Ann Hamilton disagreed on that matter. I mention this meeting in particular (others took place) because you were very concerned and genuinely worried about exposure of this covert payments scenario, how you went from that position to total denial is beyond me.

We (OSSL) have in the coarse of recent meetings learned in the presence of our legal people that OSSL suffered a very sinister blow in so far as our cooperation with SHELL in accommodating your requests has lead to our removal from the
Corrib Gas Project a move on Shells that has been described as immoral by Mr Crothers at a recent meeting in the Burlington Hotel in Dublin.

Do you recall that in meeting in the Broadhaven Hotel chaired by your goodself in July 2010 We again discussed payments of invoices that had been diverted to Roadbridge in a disguised Manner that hid the fact that the content was actually televisions and other household goods for Project cooperators Mrs Noone at Glengad and that other valued cooperator Mr Eamon Sweeney Also from Glengad landfall site, Shell insisted that these invoices be transformed into safety wear from televisions and cookers and that that was the only way we would be reimbursed, Brian Foley instructed Roadbridge to pay the invoices in their disguised state and Roadbridge complied.

It would be fair to ask you how you could chair such a meeting instruct in the manner you did And then cop a plea of “I know nothing” at polar opposite with the facts.

Mr Crothers had great difficulty understanding such a bold contradiction when he learned of the Broadhaven Meeting.

Miss Van Dam had details and a copy of the Shell falsified invoice made out to Roadbridge but was a loss to explain why she had accepted your declaration of no knowledge re disguised invoices whilst holding contradictory evidence in her hand.

Mr Foley I would suggest to you I that you are fully aware that OSSL cooperated with Shell in a joint aim to delivering a successful CORRIB GAS DEVELOPMENT you witnessed a small local company bending over backwards to accommodate SHELLS ever wish however you have stood by and watched decent people suffer for their compliance with you requests.

Mr Conner Byrne Of Shell has assured us at OSSL that disclosure of any of this aforementioned Activity will result in OSSL never working in the oil and Gas industry again.

Looks like he's right

Shame on you

Three members of OSSL

Des Neil Amanda

Footnote Neil Rooney whom I have observed over the last number of years going a long way out of his road to assist you and many of your colleagues in a personal capacity and for no reward was denied a simple reference by project management that would have assisted him in obtaining another job ……eaten bread is soon forgotten !!!!
From: OSSL <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 4 September 2012 07:40:04 GMT+01:00
To: julia.busby@shell.com, Patrick Diskin <patrick.diskin@garda.ie>,
    john.gilligan@garda.ie, M.Crothers@shell.com, Marc Fitzgibbon
    <Marc@lavellecooleman.ie>
Subject: Garda alcohol your question.

Julia
Confirmation of what I have already told you

In Bellmullet Garda station recipient Garda were Garda Butler Garda Gill and
Garda Gilligan
The timing and arrangements were made to the best of our knowledge by Shells
Connor Byrne

In Athlone the recipient was (to the best of our knowledge ) Garda Grimes the
arrangements again were made by Shells Connor Byrne

Let me repeat the 2005 alcohol is paid in part we have no further claim on the
outstanding balance the same applies to 2006. 2007 delivery is un invoiced we waited for your instructions re the burial of this
matter such instruction never came despite many promises.

Please pay this outstanding invoice now to bring the matter to a close.

Desmond
Also when I called to meet Superintendent Diskin at Bellmullet and explain this outrages situation
He explained to me in a follow up phone call that .......

HE HAD INVESTIGATED THE CLAIM MADE BY ME AND THAT THEY (the gards )
THOUGHT OSSL WERE ONLY THE COURIER IN THIS DELIVERY ..........

The courier of what ????

How much longer do you think this will take ? How far will it GO ?

How dare you order these goods and not pay

Desmond
From: John Donovan <john@shellnews.net>
Subject: Shell Corrib Gas Project Allegations of Corruption
Date: 10 September 2012 08:43:45 GMT+01:00
To: michiel.brandjes@shell.com
Cc: brian.foley@shell.com, osslbangor@hotmail.com

Dear Mr Brandjes

Printed below is a self-explanatory email received today.

If you wish to investigate this matter kindly let me know by 3pm UK time today. If I receive no response by then, I will assume that the email is authentic and that this is another one of those occasions where Shell does not wish to comment on the allegations being made. Readers will then be able to draw their own conclusions.

If, however, you do wish to investigate, then we will not publish anything on this matter until you have had a reasonable time to establish the facts. Just let me know by 3pm UK time that you do intend to investigate before responding further.

Any response will, as normal, be published in full, unedited by us.

Best Regards
John Donovan

From: OSSL <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 23 August 2012 10:45:02 GMT+01:00
To: brian.foley@shell.com
Subject: Your instructions to OSSL for the record .a sinister twist

For the attention of Mr Brian Foley Contracts Manager Shell Corrib Gas Project, Leeson Street Dublin, and Bellanaboy Site Erris County Mayo.

Dear Mr Foley,

In March 2012 at a meeting in Shell head office in London in the presence of Mr Michael Crothers CEO Shell E&P Ireland Julia Busby Head of Legal Shell and Frances van Dam of Shells business integrity department BID, I was informed by Miss van Dam that when asked by her for your confirmation that you had used OSSL to make payments of cash and gifts to various parties in Erris and beyond you declared that you had no such knowledge of the numerous transactions that had taken place.

Can you imagine the surprise and shock on hearing this declaration by you when you know fine well you had on occasions called to our business premises in person and in the presence of three witnesses (some times four) and gave
instructions regarding the purchase of various items to be gifted to local
householders with a view to advancing your project in a particularly difficult
period of your construction program, these transactions were later "buried" by
your Mr Conner Byrne of Shell in a manner such as to disguise the nature of the
purchase and the recipient, to that end he (Mr Byrne) demanded that the
invoices to cover the transactions be falsified and diverted to Roadbridge (a
Corrib contractor) so as to avoid any connection with Shell directly. Whilst we
did not agree with this route for reimbursement we were given no alternative.

Whilst I can only imagine that your inexplicable denial of what you knew to be
the facts in this matter is brought on by a need for self-preservation completely
ignoring the enormous consequence for me and my family which you have just
witnessed, it is clear that had you come clean to Mr Crothers then this matter
could have been resolved with the minimum of pain some thing you might want
to reflect on.

You will recall that you attended a meeting on this matter with Shell Corrib
Financial Director Ann Hamilton in Lesson Street some time ago at which all
these Disguised favours were openly discussed including the cash payments to
security Guards at which you spoke at length on indicating how that should have
been hidden, Ann Hamilton disagreed on that matter. I mention this meeting in
particular (others took place) because you were very concerned and genuinely
worried about exposure of this covert payments scenario, how you went from
that position to total denial is beyond me.

We (OSSL) have in the course of recent meetings learned in the presence of our
legal people that OSSL suffered a very sinister blow in so far as our cooperation
with SHELL in accommodating your requests has lead to our removal from the
Corrib Gas Project a move on Shells that has been described as immoral by Mr
Crothers at a recent meeting in the Burlington Hotel in Dublin.

Do you recall that in meeting in the Broadhaven Hotel chaired by your goodself
in July 2010 We again discussed payments of invoices that had been diverted to
Roadbridge in a disguised Manner that hid the fact that the content was actually
television and other household goods for Project cooperators Mrs Noone and Mr
Eamon Sweeney also from Glengad landfall site, Shell insisted that these invoices be transformed into safety wear
from televisions and cookers and that that was the only way we would be
reimbursed, Brian Foley instructed Roadbridge to pay the invoices in their
disguised state and Roadbridge complied.

It would be fair to ask you how you could chair such a meeting instruct in the
manner you did And then cop a plea of "I know nothing" at polar opposite with
the facts.

Mr Crothers had great difficulty understanding such a bold contradiction when
he learned of the Broadhaven Meeting.
Miss Van Dam had details and a copy of the Shell falsified invoice made out to Roadbridge but was a loss to explain why she had accepted your declaration of no knowledge re disguised invoices whilst holding contradictory evidence in her hand.

Mr Foley I would suggest to you I that you are fully aware that OSSL cooperated with Shell in a joint aim to delivering a successful CORRIB GAS DEVELOPMENT you witnessed a small local company bending over backwards to accommodate SHELLS ever wish however you have stood by and watched decent people suffer for their compliance with you requests.

Mr Conner Byrne Of Shell has assured us at OSSL that disclosure of any of this aforementioned Activity will result in OSSL never working in the oil and Gas industry again.

Looks like he's right

Shame on you

Three members of OSSL

Des Neil Amanda

Footnote Neil Rooney whom I have observed over the last number of years going a long way out of his road to assist you and many of your colleagues in a personal capacity and for no reward was denied a simple reference by project management that would have assisted him in obtaining another job .......eaten bread is soon forgotten !!!!
The OSSL Company  
Atlantic House  
Main Street  
Bangor-Erris  
County Mayo

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>RATE</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Send 4 commercial vehicle to Northern Ireland 04-No-2475 purchase on the instruction of Mr. Conor Byrne Shell E&amp;P Ireland. Quantity of alcohol return to Bangor-Erris and place alcohol in container for safe keeping at OSSL Main Street Bangor-Erris.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>€ 8,500.00</td>
<td>€ 8,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Carriage &amp; Costs for the above</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>€ 750.00</td>
<td>€ 750.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Return to Northern Ireland in vehicle 04-No-2475 Purchase further quantities of assorted alcohol on the instruction of Mr. Conor Byrne Shell E&amp;P Ireland.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>€ 21,000.00</td>
<td>€ 21,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Carriage &amp; Costs for the above</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>€ 750.00</td>
<td>€ 750.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Give Shell E&amp;P Ireland free access on request to alcohol in container</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>€</td>
<td>€</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Remove two thirds of remaining alcohol and</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>€ 500.00</td>
<td>€ 500.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
transport on the instruction of Mr. Conor Byrne
Shell E&P Ireland to Reilig an Garda Station
to meet with Chief Superintendent John Gilligan,
Garda James Gill, Garda Dermot Butler - transfer
alcohol to the safe keeping of the three
aforementioned gentleman

*PLEASE NOTE DO NOT USE OSSL VEHICLE UNDER
THE INSTRUCTION OF MR. CONOR BYRNE
USE AN UNMARKED VEHICLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
<th>Total Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Remove the remaining alcohol from Ossl container and using an unmarked vehicle deliver the balance to Athlone town and meet on the Athlone by pass with a Garda Superintendent Liam Grimes of the sub aqua division of An Garda Siochana pass the remaining alcohol to Superintendent Grimes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>€ 750.00</td>
<td>€ 750.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Ossl agreed fee - 10percent</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>€ 3,225.00</td>
<td>€ 3,225.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Please note under the Instruction of Mr. Conor Byrne no conversation or explanation required

PAYMENT TO THE OSSL COMPANY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>€ 35,475.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAT</td>
<td>€ 8,159.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>€ 43,634.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALL GOODS REMAIN THE PROPERTY OF THE OSSL COMPANY UNTIL PAID FOR IN FULL

VAT NUMBER: IE 817 95 39 U
From: OSSL <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 10 September 2012 09:30:14 GMT+01:00
To: M.Crothers@shell.com, peter.p.voser@shell.com
Subject: Fwd: Shell Corrib Gas Project Allegations of Corruption

See below you will recall that last week I asked for your recommendation on the Sweeney And Noone names being used by Neil you failed to respond looks like Neils gone ahead.

A least he has the balls to face up to your threat that he will never work again in Oil And Gas

Fair play to that man

Kindest regards

Desmond's

Begin forwarded message:

From: neil rooney <neilrooneycorrib@hotmail.com>
Date: 10 September 2012 09:21:39 GMT+01:00
To: desmond kane <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Subject: Fwd: Shell Corrib Gas Project Allegations of Corruption

Begin forwarded message:

From: John Donovan <john@shellnews.net>
Date: 10 September 2012 08:51:23 GMT+01:00
To: neil rooney <neilrooneycorrib@hotmail.com>
Subject: Fwd: Shell Corrib Gas Project Allegations of Corruption

Hello Neil

I had just sent the email below to our designated contact at the RDS Plc board when I checked the incoming emails and noticed your latest email.

So unfortunately its too late to delete those names.

Michiel Brandjes is the Company Secretary & General Counsel Corporate, Royal Dutch Shell Plc.

Please send me any further information, deleting beforehand anything you do not want to be published. Also indicate anything you do not want Shell to see.

Best Regards

John
Begin forwarded message:

From: John Donovan <john@shellnews.net>
Subject: Shell Corrib Gas Project Allegations of Corruption
Date: 10 September 2012 08:43:45 GMT+01:00
To: michiel.brandjes@shell.com
Cc: brian.foley@shell.com, osslbangor@hotmail.com

Dear Mr Brandjes

Printed below is a self-explanatory email received today.

If you wish to investigate this matter kindly let me know by 3pm UK time today. If I receive no response by then, I will assume that the email is authentic and that this is another one of those occasions where Shell does not wish to comment on the allegations being made. Readers will then be able to draw their own conclusions.

If, however, you do wish to investigate, then we will not publish anything on this matter until you have had a reasonable time to establish the facts. Just let me know by 3pm UK time that you do intend to investigate before responding further.

Any response will, as normal, be published in full, unedited by us.

Best Regards
John Donovan
From: neil rooney <neilrooneycorrib@hotmail.com>
Date: 8 October 2012 09:14:15 GMT+01:00
To: M.Crothers@shell.com
Subject: Moral obligation ...the consequences of assisting Shell..

Dear Sir

I note with interest your declaration of a" moral obligation " in this matter
Can you please advise if this obligation extends to Amanda and myself who find
ourselves Left in a very distressed situation as a result of complying with your
instructions to pay for favours You now deem to be corrupt ( some thing you
omitted to mention when you offered the instructions).

When we asked you to assist us in correcting the world wide ban on our future
employment In the Oil and Gas industry you seemed at first to acknowledge Shell
inexplicable actions towards a Small number of previously highly regarded
members of your support team ,then you got advise That said threaten them
with imprisonment could be a better option .

Who going to put us in jail ? And for what ?

It's you that has declared Corrib favours to landowners were corrupt ,yet they
continue !!

Also my I respectfully ask WHERE ARE YOU ? Can't seem to get any response
from you .

YOU ARE THE CEO of THE SHELL CORRIB PROJECT YOU HAVE A
RESPONSIBILITY TO SORT THIS OUT YET YOU RUN FOR COVER JUST AS YOU
PREDECESSOR TERRY NOLAN DID PLEASE RESPOND NOW OR AT LEAST
EXPLAIN THAT YOUR MORAL OBLIGATION DOES NOT EXTEND TO US
Dear Mr Foley

Please be good enough to confirm if you are still the point of contact for contractual matters On the Corrib Project for Shell E&P Ireland.

You used the Healey households to hide the purchase of goods and services for people other than the Healeys and we are currently trying to properly allocate the different transactions But are not in a position to account exactly for some goods and cash payments made by OSSL On your instructions ,you may be of some assistance to us in correctly identifying "who got what"

Firstly please confirm that you are still the point of contact

Thank you .

Also please be aware that Mr Crothers has declared a moral obligation to compensate our small Operation for what he described as dismissal from your project "abruptly without notice and in an Immoral fashion "because of our compliance with your and others request for special favours .

Please do not make little of this very serious matter ,please be aware that KPMG have contacted Us to inform us that disclosure of these matters could result in a prison senstance for members of OSSL if you need proof of that we have it for you .

WAS ANY OF THIS THE PLAN WHEN YOU WERE STANDING IN OUR OFFICE OFFERING INSTRUCTIONS TO CARRY OUT THESE PAYMENTS ON YOUR BEHALF ?

DID YOU ENVISAGE THAT WE WOULD BE AT THIS POINT OUT THE DOOR OFF THE PROJECT AND PAYING A HEFTY PRICE FOR OUR COMPLIANCE WITH YOU REQUEST.

HOWEVER COMFORTABLE YOU FEEL IN THIS SITUATION I CAN TELL YOU THAT THE HEALEYS ! COLLOTYS !SWEENEYS !NOONES ! AND MANY OTHERS ARE NOT .

You have a very short memory

Neil

Sent from my iPad
From: OSSL CO <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 11 October 2012 07:47:57 GMT+01:00
To: brian.foley@shell.com, M.Crothers@shell.com, michiel.brandjes@shell.com
Subject: Threats on telephone will not stop OSSL from speaking Out

Mr Foley

Please be completely clear Shells threats of dire consequences for OSSL members Will not deter us from exposing this matter.

Your decision to mislead Frances Van dam on the known facts is some thing you should reflect On .

Michael Crothers your CEO saw through the whole pitiful situation you allowed to fester like a Dripping soar ,when you had the chance to correct the situation you ran for cover despite your Assurance to tidy things up.

No more threats please .

OSSL

Sent from my iPad
Michael

Despite many promises from your Shell Corrib Project management team I regret to inform you That the alcohol supplied to the local police force by Shell E and P Ireland remains unpaid.

Please confirm that you are in receipt of the undisguised invoice.

Please advise a payment date by return

Neil

Sent from my iPad
From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 11 November 2012 22:21:09 GMT
To: Peter Voser <peter.p.voser@shell.com>, Michael Crothers <m.crothers@shell.com>, <julia.busby@shell.com>
Subject: Fwd: MY CLIENTS JACINTHA HEALY AND OTHERS

For general information see below we were informed by you Shell at the time that what was uncovered By a disgruntled non favour seeking landowner in Rossport called Docherty or Doharty may well halt the project , he was brought to meeting at Shell Belmullet by RPS and you reported to us That some panic set in with Corrib project management including CEO Terry Nolan who in fact had authorised many of the special favours .

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 11 November 2012 21:05:15 GMT
To: "traceymurray@eircom.net" <traceymurray@eircom.net>
Subject: Re: MY CLIENTS JACINTHA HEALY AND OTHERS

Dear Ms Murray

Thank you for your letter

It appears to us that you have misread the situation .

OSSL was instructed by SHELL to pay for goods and services supplied or carried out by third party companies locally in Erris .

We informed your clients and others in the Bellanaboy area the Rossport area and Glengad
That in an accounting instruction from Shell we were told to transfer the invoices in a disguised Manner to a company called Roadbridge stating that Shell management were getting very worried that they would be seen to be favouring some landowners over others which we have been informed by Shell would contradict all other agreements with landowners who were not in receipt of "special favours ".

Your clients and fifteen others fall into the special favours category ,OSSL simply informed them that SHELL had not reimbursed OSSL in full for the money which it had paid out to third parties on your clients and Shells joint venture .

This money has not been fully reimbursed .
When we entered a long campaign of action to get our money back we were asked by Shell In Holland to travel to London to meet with Frances van Dam of their business and ethics department BID we were also asked to remain silent about the matter.

Some time later we were informed by van Dam that in fact none of what we had disclosed to her was factual, and that no Special Favours or home improvements or cash payments had ever been carried out or supplied to your clients and others stating that "any such works or favours would be corrupt and illegal and would jeopardise the whole project."

Not even your clients would claim that this never happened, would they?

Apart from the missing money still outstanding we have been informed by Michael Crothers that We were dismissed from the project because of our compliance with your clients requests to Shell for work to be carried out and goods supplied which they subsequently wanted to distance themselves from.

In case you or your clients don't understand what we are saying be clear that three decent people Lost their lively hood over this matter.

Crothers held his head in shame when the facts were laid out to him and he is clear about what went on.

OSSL

Sent from my iPad

On 18 Feb 2012, at 17:02, traceymurray@eircom.net wrote:

Please see attached.
<LETTER TO OSSL 17 FEB 2012.docx>
From: OSSL CO <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 19 November 2012 09:08:54 GMT
To: michiel.brandjes@shell.com, charles.hornsby@shell.com, John.Gallagher@shell.com, wim-peter.vanbel@shell.com, Frances.vanDam@Shell.Com, alan.mee@shell.com
Subject: Fwd: Contact with OSSL unpaid favours and police alcohol

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: OSSL CO <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 19 November 2012 09:06:49 GMT
To: peter.p.voser@shell.com
Subject: Contact with OSSL

Dear Sir

On the instruction of Shell we paid for items that you delivered to landowners adjacent to the Corrib Gas Site,

We have not been paid.

Some spineless management still on the project have run for cover instead of clearing up the Matter.

Please ask the appropriate people to up hold up Shells part of the deal.

We won't leave this matter alone till resolved.

OSSL

Sent from my iPad
Dear Sir

Did we read the words "without fear or favour" on your propaganda

Regards

OSSL

Sent from my iPad
A substantial reward is offered for information regarding a lost or stolen consignment of alcohol which left The Bangor Erris warehouse of OSSL in December 2007 on the instruction of Shell Corrib Partners to be delivered to two separate locations in Ireland for distribution to Garda force at those locations.

Any information will be treated in the strictest confidence. Maximum reward of up to one thousand euros 1,000.00 will be paid depending on amount recovered.
From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: Christmas Message. Your response questions answered
Date: 19 December 2012 17:52:43 GMT

To: agnes.mclaverty <agnes.mclaverty@shell.com>, Ann Hamilton <a.hamilton@shell.com>, Anne Marie Halpin <anm.marie@shell.com>, ANNE MARIE HERBERT <annemarie.herbert@shell.com>, Belcross Enterprises Ltd <belcross@eircom.net>, BELCROSS MARINE <marinebelcross@eircom.net>,
"brendan.moyles@shell.com" <brendan.moyles@shell.com>, BRIAN FOLEY <brian.foley@shell.com>, BRIAN GREHAM <brian.greham@pmg.ie>, Christy Loftus <chris@loftus@shell.com>, CONOR BYRNE <conor.byrne@shell.com>,
Darren Shanahan <darren.shanahan@pmg.ie>, dave todd <d.todd@shell.com>,
donagh waldron <donagh.waldron@shell.com>, Eamonn OBryne <image@eamonnoboyles.com>, ED MORAN <ejmoran1@eircom.net>, Elzbieta Wrobel <epeaccountspayable-vendorhelpdesk@shell.com>,
"epeaccountspayablehelpdesk@shell.com"
</epeaccountspayablehelpdesk@shell.com>, GEOFF HYNES <geoff.hynes@shell.com>, Gerco Spijker <spijker.gerco@dredging.com>,
GRAINNE MCINERNEY <grainne.mcinerney@rpsgroup.com>,
"headoffice@roadbridge.ie" <headoffice@roadbridge.ie>, JAN <jwt@vanoord.com>, JIM MC MANUS <jim.mcm anus@shell.com>, john cronin
<j.cronin@shell.com>, JOHN QUINN - PM <john.m.quinn@pmg.ie>, john ruddy
<j.ruddy@i-rms.com>, John Shell News <john@shellnews.ie>, jonathan sinbad <jonathan@sinbadmarine.com>, KATE HEALY <k.healy@shell.com>,
KEITH ELLIOTT <keith.elliott@pmg.ie>, KIERAN MC MORELAND <kieran.mcmorland@shell.com>, Kieran McMorland
<kieran.mcmorland@rpsgroup.com>, LEO BROGAN <leo.brogan@shell.com>,
LESLIE FINNEGAN <leslie.finnegan@shell.com>, "liam.bohane@rpsgroup.com"
<liam.bohane@rpsgroup.com>, "liam.poole@mercury.ie"
<liam.poole@mercury.ie>, Linda Deegan <linda.deegan@siacbutlers.ie>, Lisa Brennan <lisa.brennan@mercury.ie>, Marc Walsh
<marc.walsh@rpsgroup.com>, Marian Grealis <mariangrealis@hertel.ie>,
MARY BARRETT <mary.barrett@shell.com>, Mary Carolan
<mary.carolan@shell.com>, MARY COSGROVE <mary.cosgrove@shell.com>, matk carrigy <mark.carrigy@shell.com>, maureen gaughan
<maureen.gaughan@pmg.ie>, "McGrath, Eugene" <eugene.mcgrath@pmg.ie>,
Michael Crothers <m.crothers@shell.com>, Michael Maloney
<michael.moloney@mercury.ie>, Michael Peacock <michaelpeacock@hertel.ie>,
MICK COFFEY <michael.coffey@shell.com>, Mike Gavin <mike.gavin@i-rms.com>, mike mccartney <mike.mccartney@shell.com>, Mike Ryan
<mike.ryan@roadbridge.ie>, "morna.patrick@pmg.ie" <morna.patrick@pmg.ie>,
nigel clarke <nigel.clarke@shell.com>, Noel McGettigan
<noel@sinbadmarine.com>, Noelle Hynes <noelle.hynes@siacbutlers.ie>, OLA LADIPÓ <ola.ladipo@shell.com>, OLIVER MURRY <oliver.murray@shell.com>,
PADRAIG MCAVOCK <padraig.mca vock@shell.com>, Pat Artec Construction
<pat@artecc onstruction.ie>, PAUL GALLAGHER <gallagher@shell.com>,
PAUL NEALE <paul.neale@shell.com>, PAUL WALSH <paul.walsh@shell.com>,
Peter Rooney <peter.rooney@pmg.ie>, Peter Voser <peter.p.voser@shell.com>,
Phil Skolimowski <phil.skolimowski@amec.com>, reynagh keane
Dear All

Thank you for your various responses all the alcohol was not paid for ,however the 2005 and 2006 delivery of alcohol was recently part paid by Michael Crothers and Julia Busby the balance of those transactions will not be paid.

The 2007 invoice has not been delt with as is know to all.

Also you have asked about the Jacinta and James Healy "favours " they have not been fully paid And cash that I paid personally for work to be done on their house has not been reimbursed to me.

Michael Crothers informed me that because of my involvement I was dismissed from the project.

Brian Foley who offered many of the instructions for various favours and who could have brought The matter a honest conclusion and with the confidentiality that they Shell requested.

Foley denied all knowledge of any favours to Shells Frances Van dam when asked.

OSSL

Sent from my iPad
From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Subject: Fwd: OSSL on Facebook | Shell to Sea. Your permission to explain
From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 6 January 2013 14:48:23 GMT
To: Michael Crothers <m.crothers@shell.com>
Subject: OSSL on Facebook | Shell to Sea. Your permission to explain

Michael will post an explanation in invoice form tomorrow lots of people want information Neil
http://www.shelltosea.com/content/ossl-facebook

Sent from my iPad
From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Subject: Fwd: Vests..!! As part of next protest in the street outside recipients houses
Date: 8 January 2013 12:20:05 GMT
To: John Shell News <john@shellnews.net>

As part of an astonishing move by Shell they pay part !!!! Of the problem off leave the rest to fester .

Poor management all round the world not confined to Ireland

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: "THE OSSL COMPANY" <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
To: "Peter Voser" <peter.p.voser@shell.com>, "Michiel Brandjes" <michiel.brandjes@shell.com>, "Ann Hamilton" <a.hamilton@shell.com>, "Charles Hornsby" <charles.hornsby@shell.com>, "Michael Crothers" <m.crothers@shell.com>, "Alan Mee" <alan.mee@shell.com>, "Christy Loftus" <christy.loftus@shell.com>
Subject: Fwd: Vests..!! As part of next protest in the street outside recipients houses

After the August payment from Shell for part of the outstanding monies the balance is now less than 198k euro plus the shell alcohol money of 43k euro  thank you

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: "THE OSSL COMPANY" <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
To: "Michael Crothers" <m.crothers@shell.com>, julia.busby@shell.com, "Alan Mee" <alan.mee@shell.com>
Subject: Vests..!!
ROSSPORT
RESIDENTS
GOODS
NOT PAID

CULLOTYS
HOUSE
WORK
NOT PAID

SHELL
YOU CAME
YOU ASKED
YOU GOT
SHELL PAY US FOR GARDA BOOZE

SHELL YOU CAME YOU ASKED YOU GOT

SHELL YOU FAILED TO PAY
SHELL
YOU FAILED
TO PAY

TOXIC
TRANSFER TO
ROADBRIDGE
DID NOT
WORK

TOXIC
TRANSFER TO
ROADBRIDGE
DID NOT
WORK
TERRY NOLAN
SHELL
YOU SAID YOU
WOULD SORT IT
The CEO of the Corrib Gas Project demand that a local vendor falsifies statement given to them Before he speaks to Garda Ombudsman in incident involving Garda Joe Gannon at Pullotomish Pier.

Vendor informed that Joe Gannon must be protected at all costs.

Vendor doesn't realise how high the cost would be.

OSSL

Sent from my iPad
Michael Crothers tells local vendor that corrupt practices that they previously took part in to gain access to property and minds Around the terminal were wrong and possibly criminal.

He describes the whole situation as a "bucket of crap" that should never have happened, but then accuses the small local vendor of being at least part to blame for helping to feed the greed of what Shell describe as "greedy bastards" around the terminal site.

In August of 2012 they Michael and Julia part pay one of the members for some of the police alcohol supplied by OSSL to the local Garda they also (after two years of denial) part pay for some of the work done on the locals houses and for the secret gifts (Corrupt inducements) of school fees cars holidays cash garden centre bills agricultural equipment.

As part payment is made they hope (Shell) that they have silenced the situation, and to further cover their arses Julia and Michael send KPMG to OSSL accountant to inform all concerned that "a prison sentence is the likely outcome "if OSSL divulge any information regarding the gifts given to the landowners (greedy Bastards is Shells term) or the alcohol supplied to the police.

OSSL take very seriously the warning document the whole matter with Shell, and take advise that it would not be possible to get a conviction as they had acted on Shell instructions.

In typical Shell style the Corrib Management including their Head of legal Julia Busby have confirmed their project endangering Favouring of some landowners over others (RPS can confirm this) tried to silence OSSL with a part payment and a heavy duty threat, but failed.

ITS TIME TO APPLAUD OSSL FOR THEIR COURAGE IN SEEING THIS THROUGH AND LETTING THE PEOPLE OF MAYO SEE WHAT THEY ARE REALLY DEALING WITH

George Hamilton
From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 12 January 2013 12:04:21 GMT
To: Michael Crothers <m.crothers@shell.com>, jljr@statoil.com, Martin Bolt - Vermillion Energy <mbolt@vermilionenergy.com>, Peter Voser <peter.p.voser@shell.com>, Neil Rooney <neilrooney420@hotmail.com>
Subject: Statoil Vermillion RPS Corrib Corruption

Received today transfer to Shell

Sent from my iPad
Peter this is important

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 22 January 2013 11:13:53 GMT
To: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>

OSSL asks the people of Erris who got numerous favours paid for by OSSL......

"Are you aware that THREE people lost their livelihood because they assisted in financing your requests to SHELL??... & when we ask for your help to get paid you do nothing!!!

WE THINK WE DESERVE BETTER!!!!!!
YOU GOT WHAT YOU WANTED....
SHELL GOT WHAT THEY WANTED...
WE GOT USED & ABUSED.
From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 6 February 2013 07:27:11 GMT
To: Peter Voser <peter.p.voser@shell.com>, Michiel Brandjes <michiel.brandjes@shell.com>, Charles Hornsby <charles.hornsby@shell.com>, <john.gallagher@shell.com>, Michael Crothers <m.crothers@shell.com>, <bridgid.lowe@shell.com>
Subject: Fwd: Head of Irish police Martin Cullinan

Police alcohol supplied by Shell to Mayo police force on three occasions remains unpaid

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 6 February 2013 07:20:56 GMT
To: bridgid.lowe@shell.com, Michael Crothers <m.crothers@shell.com>
Subject: Head of Irish police Martin Cullinan

Goodmorning Shell

We have by recorded post requested the intervention of MR MARTIN CULLINAN the head of the Irish police force on the matter of the alcohol delivery which was not included in your recent part Payment for favours supplied by senior Shell Corrib management to locals and police .

The outstanding invoices ,which you have on file will be distributed to all concerned in an effort to Have our sterling cash outlay reimbursed .

DO NOT CONFUSE THIS MATTER WITH THE PREVIOUS TWO SHELL DELIVERIES OF ALCOHOL TO THE MAYO POLICE WHICH HAS BEEN PART PAID AND AGREED AS MATTER CLOSED .

OSSL

Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:

From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Subject: Fwd: Peter the day SHELL fucked a WHOLE family HAVE A READ AND ASK THE HARD QUESTION
Date: 13 February 2013 08:41:37 GMT
To: John Shell News <john@shellnews.net>

From: "THE OSSL COMPANY" <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
To: "Peter Voser" <peter.p.voser@shell.com>
Subject: Peter the day SHELL fucked a WHOLE family HAVE A READ AND ASK THE HARD QUESTION

Sent from my iPad
From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 13 February 2013 10:26:16 GMT
To: Michael Crothers <m.crothers@shell.com>, Peter Voser <peter.p.voser@shell.com>
Subject: Where does the shame start and end for SHELL CORRIB

Michael and Peter.

IT'S NOT WHAT HAPPENED TO FORWARD YOUR PROJECT THAT'S SHAMEFUL....
It's HOW YOU HANDLED THE CONSEQUENCES of your ACTIONS THAT'S A DISGRACE

OSSL
CPO called into question on Corrib Project could it halt Project?

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 13 February 2013 12:42:07 GMT
To: Michael Crothers <m.crothers@shell.com>
Subject: Lets ask Peter  CPO SYSTEM  For your eyes only

Michael

People are asking me ... If it is possible that you SHELL illegally advanced your CORRIB PROJECT by showering certain parties with FAVOURS and not others where CPO was involved
I don't know if this matters but outsiders are saying it does

OSSL

Sent from my iPad
Subject: Fwd: NEXT WEEK AT SHELL CENTRE
Date: 22 February 2013 08:19:35 GMT
To: John Shell News <john@shellnews.net>

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:
From: "THE OSSL COMPANY" <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
To: "Michiel Brandjes" <michiel.brandjes@shell.com>
Subject: Fwd: NEXT WEEK AT SHELL CENTRE

Michiel can we meet with you next week?

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: "neil rooney" <neilrooney420@hotmail.com>
To: "ossl" osslbangor@hotmail.com
Also John ..

They are very worried about CPO details insofar as we hold all the information about special favours ....and they have been told internally by senior management that they invalidate all CPO agreements if they favoured one landowner over another with exceptional gifts (which they have)
Big time ...seem very worried flew us to London to do the silencing deal did not want to do it in Ireland ...

Could be a project stopper is the feeling of some people

OSSL

Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:

From: "THE OSSL COMPANY" <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
To: "Peter Voser" <peter.p.voser@shell.com>, "Michael Crothers" <m.crothers@shell.com>
Subject: Fwd: SHELL CENTRE NEXT WEEK

Peter can we meet? It's important

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: "neil rooney" <neilrooney420@hotmail.com>
To: "ossl" <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Will act on that

*They recently paid us 375k euro* to go away but failed to completely close out the matter in typical Shell cock up fashion.

One member of OSSL was tied into the agreement and could not discuss the agreement details But was still free to discuss the dispute amazingly ...  

*They paid out on falsified (by them) invoices* instead of insisting that the true nature of the transactions be reviled and paid as such ..in so doing took ownership of the situation

**The paid two years of police alcohol supply but failed to pay the third year  43k euro**

*So paid 375 k euro paid and back at square one ....same headlines*

OSSL
From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 28 February 2013 08:08:37 GMT
To: Peter Voser <peter.p.voser@shell.com>, <wim-peter.vanbel@shell.com>
Subject: with a SHELL HAT comes responsibility to all your SUPPORT team

THIS SITUATION IS A THUNDERING DISGRACE

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 28 February 2013 08:05:28 GMT
To: BRIAN FOLEY <brian.foley@shell.com>
Subject: You mislead FRANCES VAN DAM AND YOU KNOW IT

Brian , YOU WEAR A VERY BIG HAT WITH A SHELL CREST ON IT WITH THAT HAT COMES RESPONSIBILITY TO SHELL AND TO OTHERS ....

Had you told van dam the truth then we would not be in the very bad situation that currently We find ourselves in ..

IT'S NOT TO LATE TO TELL THE TRUTH

OSSL

Sent from my iPad
From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 28 February 2013 09:38:07 GMT
To: Peter Voser <peter.p.voser@shell.com>, <wim-peter.vanbel@shell.com>
Subject: Fwd: Are you clear on this

A man in a SHELL HAT obtained GOODS by false pretence. Then mislead or hoodwinked your BID dept

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 28 February 2013 09:34:33 GMT
To: BRIAN FOLEY <brian.foley@shell.com>, Michael Crothers <m.crothers@shell.com>, wim-peter.vanbel@shell.com
Subject: Are you clear on this

It was OSSL who put van dam from BID in touch with you because we felt that you would have Told her exactly what was happening during a difficult time on the project

You failed to tell her .....so you made OSSL out to be lying and it's members liars ...
We will illustrate to you and all your colleagues this is not the case ...

We told her the truth....which you chose not to confirm

OSSL

Sent from my iPad
From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 1 March 2013 15:28:15 GMT
To: Peter Voser <peter.p.voser@shell.com>
Subject: A man in a SHELL HAT asks for a HAMMER .. We have no problem

A man in a SHELL HAT asks for a car engine ...we ask why us ?

The man in the SHELL HAT explains its for him ...we ask who will pay and explain we don't sell car engines ...

The man in the SHELL HAT say he will pay and as a favour to him can we locate it and buy it

We think he's wearing a SHELL HAT he must be a man of integrity or SHELL would not give him That hat .

We tell the man in the SHELL HAT your engine is here fine he says i will come and see you He arrives in our premises in person in the HAT ....now about that engine it's not actually for me Now even although you thought it was because I told you it was .

This engine is for a landowner who is making lots of demands from my company SHELL  in return for her support and cooperation on the Corrib Gas Project the Man in the SHELL HAT Informs us .

I'm now not paying you for the engine the man informs us SHELL are but we are calling it something else because it would not look right to be giving out car engines ...the man in the SHELL HAT says that he will advise us how to invoice the engine calling it by another name and he will take it to the landowner .

From that day to this we have never seen our payment the man who paid for the engine has gone in search of his money the man in the SHELL HAT is still in the SHELL HAT.

The woman who the man in the SHELL HAT said got the engine said she didn’t get any engine

The man in the SHELL HAT has not responded to dozens of emails and phone calls from the man who paid for the engine ...

The man in the SHELL HAT has a friend who used to wear a SHELL HAT that friend contacted The man who paid for the engine and told him that if he told anybody about the engine he would personally see to it that he or any of his small company colleagues would never do business with SHELL any where in the world again ...

The man who paid for the engine went to the HEAD OFFICE of all the people with SHELL HATS

But the doorman would not let him in the security door ..so he waited and waited outside the building eventually the man who ordered the engine whilst wearing
his SHELL HAT came down And spoke to the man who paid for the engine ...if you go from here now I will phone you at five O clock tonight to tell you what I will arrange to get you your money back ....

...yes you guessed it ....no phone call ..no money ...no engine ....no more business

Beware of people in SHELL HATS

Sent from my iPad
From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 27 March 2013 09:18:23 GMT
To: bridgid.lowe@shell.com, john.gilligan@garda.ie, Michael Crothers <m.crothers@shell.com>
Subject: Invoiceossl.docx. The day we were sent north for the second time

Bridgid

You will notice that there were two trips north to in gather this alcohol when senior Shell Corrib Gas management people inspected the first purchase made on their instruction the made a fool of me in front of my colleague stating ... ARE YOU FUCKING STUPID THERE ARE UPWARDS OF THREE HUNDRED COPS UP THERE YOU NEED A LOT MORE THAN THAT !!!!!

After which Desmond and I went north again to get a much larger amount of alcohol ...

How do you think I feel now when you haven't the decency to refund my out lay

No integrity whatsoever show by Shell

Neil

(Word doc was attachment to this email – Invoice below)
# OSSL
## ACTIVE PROJECT SUPPORT

**TELEPHONE:** 086 8287560 086 8286594  
**FAX:** 097 83961  
**EMAIL:** osslbangor@hotmail.com

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The OSSL Company</th>
<th>P.O. Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic House</td>
<td>45.0038377</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Street</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Due Date</th>
<th>Invoice Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bangor-Erris</td>
<td>24/08/2012</td>
<td>24/08/2012</td>
<td>002-EPKCB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Invoice To</th>
<th>Ship To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shell E&amp;P Ireland, Corrib House, 52 Lower Leeson Street, Dublin 2</td>
<td>Full shipping details contained within Invoice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>CQT</th>
<th>RATE</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Send commercial vehicle to Northern Ireland 04-MD-2475 purchase on the instruction of Mr. Conor Byrne Shell E&amp;P Ireland. Quantity of alcohol return to Bangor Erris and place alcohol in container for safe keeping at Ossl Main Street Bangor-Erris.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>€ 8,500.00</td>
<td>€ 8,500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Carriage &amp; Costs for the above</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>€ 750.00</td>
<td>€ 750.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Return to Northern Ireland in vehicle 04-MD-2475 Purchase further quantities of assorted alcohol on the instruction of Mr. Conor Byrne Shell E&amp;P Ireland</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>€ 21,000.00</td>
<td>€ 21,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Carriage &amp; Costs for the above And place alcohol in container for safe keeping at Ossl Main Street Bangor-Erris</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>€ 750.00</td>
<td>€ 750.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Give Shell E&amp;P Ireland free access on request to alcohol in container</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>€ -</td>
<td>€ -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Remove two thirds of remaining alcohol and</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>€ 500.00</td>
<td>€ 500.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
transport on the instruction of Mr. Conor Byrne
Shell E&P Ireland to Rehimullat Garda Station
to meet with Chief Superintendent John Gilligan,
Garda James Gill, Garda Dermot Butler - transfer
alcohol to the safe keeping of the three
aforementioned gentleman

*PLEASE NOTE DO NOT USE OSSL VEHICLE UNDER
THE INSTRUCTION OF MR. CONOR BYRNE
USE AN UNMARKED VEHICLE

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 Remove the remaining alcohol from Ossl container
and using an unmarked vehicle deliver the balance
to Athlone town and meet on the Athlone by pass
with a Garda Superintendent Liam Grimes of the
sub aqua division of An Garda Siochana
pass the remaining alcohol to Superintendent
Grimes

*Please note under the Instruction of Mr. Conor Byrne
no conversation or explanation required

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 Ossl agreed fee - 10percent

*Please note purchase amounts were in Pound
Sterling and have been transferred to Euro's

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PAYMENT TO THE OSSL COMPANY

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>€ 35,475.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALL GOODS REMAIN THE PROPERTY OF THE OSSL COMPANY

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VAT</td>
<td>€ 8,169.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UNTIL PAID FOR IN FULL

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VAT NUMBER: IE 817 95 39 U</td>
<td>TOTAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hi Michael

We will resume our street protest this time outside KPMG offices in Dublin after Easter
We will also attend your office and that of the new CHEIF SUPERINTENDANT JOHN GILLIGAN

Happy Easter

Neil

NEW POSTERS RELATING TO KPMG WILL BE AVAILABLE
(EMAIL TO JOHN DONOVAN)

On 29 Mar 2013, at 10:01, THE OSSL COMPANY wrote:

Hi John the invoice is real ok what’s not real is the fact that it has seen the light of day because Of spineless Shell Corrib Management

Neil

KPMG know all about it they are the Corrib accountants told us if we exposed it we could go to jail

Interesting situation for the arresting officers  Don't you think ?
Dear Mr Donovan

It has been brought to my attention that you have just published information regarding OSSL /SHELL / IRISH POLICE ..

In the interest of accuracy on this matter the non payment of this delivery of alcohol from SHELL to the IRISH POLICE remained a confidential matter between SHELL and OSSL at SHELLS insistence until FEBRUARY 2011 when OSSL sought the assistance of the IRISH POLICE in writing ( copy available ) to obtain payment .

OSSSL

Sent from my iPad
From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 12 April 2013 07:53:17 BST
To: BRIAN FOLEY <brian.foley@shell.com>, Michael Crothers <m.crothers@shell.com>, Peter Voser <peter.p.voser@shell.com>
Subject: Quite amazing don't you think

Brian

How do cover this in own mind ...a small company agrees to ALL your requests it is the go to company when your project needs something done ....(well documented ).

You relied on OSSL for fast action and CONFIDENTIALITY ....

OSSL put you forward when in difficulty regarding getting reimbursed as the person who could clarify to FRANCES VAN DAM the role you had us play in advancing your project ...

You personally made demands of OSSL ( well documented ) and had full knowledge of all transactions made by others ...

FRANCES VAN DAM tells OSSL in your LONDON office in front of MICHAEL CROTHERS And your head of legal JULIA BUSBY that you had no knowledge of any exceptional requests Made of OSSL which needed special accounting descriptions ...

YOU MISLEAD THE WOMAN YOU MISLEAD MICHAEL CROTHERS YOU MISLEAD YOU COLLEAGUES ..

And that action of self preservation on your part has lead to this current poor publicity for the SHELL CORRIB GAS DEVELOPMENT .

Had you thought twice about what you were saying the situation would be very different .

Are you aware that your action has lead to your company SHELL sending KPMG to our accountants to warn us that imprisonment was a possibility if we disclosed the truth about JACINTAS GARDEN (well documented ) the police alcohol and all other disguised purchases .

YOU DIDN’T CONSIDER THAT WHEN YOU DECIDED TO COVER YOUR OWN ARSE !

You might want to reflect on your actions .

OSSL
PS. we require the return of our outlay on your behalf for car engine forestry and gardening equipment and other items you previously declared were for Jacinta Healy and we require it now.

Sent from my iPad
John FOLEY is senior shell Contracts manager on the Corrib project for the last ten years.

KPMG under fire all round the world at present are the people who audit CORRIB for SHELL.
We agreed with Shell to get independent opinions from accountants to share the findings and close out the matter we shared our findings as agreed, but at the last minute they pulled their opinion from the table and refused to disclose the content.

That's when the mighty Shell sent KPMG to our office to offer warnings about imprisonment if we disclosed the police alcohol matter.

OSSL

Sent from my iPad
From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>  
Date: 13 April 2013 18:27:52 BST  
To: Peter Voser <peter.p.voser@shell.com>, Michael Crothers <m.crothers@shell.com>  
Subject: KPMG the MISSING opinion?

Peter,

I am being asked today by interested parties why you ....

Failed to produce to our legal people the promised opinion which could have lead to resolution Regarding the police alcohol ....

And ...

**Why you chose KPMG to call to our accountant to warn of dire consequences for our three members of staff if we disclosed the facts.**

Your comments please.

OSSL.

Sent from my iPad
From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>  
Subject: Fwd: Garda Alcohol/Special Favours for Landowners  
Date: 15 April 2013 07:05:25 GMT+01:00  
To: John Shell News <john@shellnews.net>

Terry Nolan was the previous CEO check out the recipient and the date also we think Nolan was sacked for his input to favours scenario but we can’t be sure

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>  
Date: 7 October 2011 10:51:35 BST  
To: <john.gilligan@garda.ie>  
Cc: Terry Nolan <t.nolan@shell.com>, <harry.fehily@homs.ie>, <marc@lavellecoleman.ie>, <j.finlayson@shell.com>  
Subject: FW: Garda Alcohol/Special Favours for Landowners

Your Ref: PRO 3B.2/11

Further to our previous correspondence, please see the below.

> Subject: Garda Alcohol/Special Favours for Landowners  
> From: osslbangor@hotmail.com  
> Date: Mon, 3 Oct 2011 11:47:49 +0100  
> CC: Marc@lavellecoleman.ie  
> To: t.nolan@shell.com; j.finlayson@shell.com  
> >  
> > Terry  
> >  
> > Two things:  
> >  
> > Firstly, we have not been contacted by Roadbridge regarding resolving this matter.  
> >  
> > Secondly, your local press have since last Friday been pestering OSSL. They would appear to know about the special favours in scant detail but not about the alcohol. OSSL, of course, remain silent on the matter.  
> >  
> > I think it so important Terry that we divide out the Garda matter.  
> >
> Kindest Regards
> Desmond
> Sent from my iPad
Michael,

You were informed of the KPMG warning on the 22nd May 2012 by email from OSSL.

People are demanding sight of that email.

There was no ambiguity about the message.

OSSL

Sent from my iPad
Michael ,

Before your time , I can tell you that there is no question that your men from positions of authority given to them by SHELL used and then trashed our small company in an effort to cover their own Arses ....we were used then hounded out of the street with a vicious arrogance that Byrne possessed .....NOTHING SHORT OF A THUNDERING DISGRACE ....and you have only served to make things worse.

Desmond Kane and Family

Sent from my iPad
From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>  
Date: 16 April 2013 12:14:22 BST  
To: "Skarsaune, Erlend" <erlend.skarsaune@aftenbladet.no>  
Subject: Re: SV: SV: Statoil in Ireland

Some quick facts

We are a highly regarded support supplier to the Corrib since 2001

No one at Shell denies that

2005 2006 we supplied Christmas gifts to the small amount of police assisting the Corrib project  
We were reimburse by Shell through them instructing us to submit a invoice for good other than alcohol .... No problem there straight forward it happens in business .

In 2007 Shell had over three hundred police (Shells own Info to us ) assisting them get in and out of site and also aqua police assisting at sea .

We were ordered as per the wording on the invoice to act on Shells behalf to supply alcoholic gifts to the police involved .

We awaited the instruction to invoice in a similar manner to the two previous years but the nessesary instruction was delayed and further delayed for what ever reason Shell management were awaiting a suitable opportunity to hide or disguise this large amount of alcohol .

The instruction never came .

The invoice is exactly what it should be and was written out in an honest matter of fact way because of the absence of alternative instructions

NO BODY IS DISPUTING THE INVOICE IN SHELL OR THE POLICE BUT THEY DON'T KNOW WHAT TO DO NOW

there are dozens of requests from us over years to both the police and Shell for assistance in resolving this outstanding matter .

Do you understand this a little better now?  

OSSL

Sent from my iPad
Sounds like a lady ..

Phoning Harrods in Bangor Erris I SAY !!!!! You chappie s just had a horticultural experience
On my doorstep ... You forgot to send chappies with spades I specifically told XXXXXXXX that I wanted planters sent ....I won't pay you know ..you wouldn't treat the Queen like this would you ..

Il phone Terry Nolan and you'll all be sacked ....

HOLD ON A MINUTE WE HAVE ALL BEEN SACKED AND YOU DIDN'T PAY !!!!!!!

Sent from my iPad

On 17 Apr 2013, at 10:16, "THE OSSL COMPANY" <osslbangor@hotmail.com> wrote:

She went to Castlebar to pick a barbecue didn't see one she liked so we had to take her cash For one she purchased else where .

The day all the plants arrived from HORKENS she phoned me to ask what she was supposed to do with them ..

What do you mean I said ..

I can't plant them have you not got gardeners you can send !!!!

Nice people

Shell then sent in Gardeners

We paid them

Still waiting for the money
World class outfit

HGD

Neil

Sent from my iPad
From: Des <deskane1@hotmail.com>  
Date: 17 April 2013 10:24:07 BST  
To: Peter Voser <peter.p.voser@shell.com>, Michael Crothers <m.crothers@shell.com>, Denise Horan <denise.horan@shell.com>, Ann Hamilton <a.hamilton@shell.com>, Alan Mee <alan.mee@shell.com>, Agnes McLaverty <agnes.mclaverty@shell.com>, John Gallagher <john.gallagher@shell.com>, Linda Syzmannski <linda.syzmanski@shell.com>, Wim-Peter Vanbel <wim-peter.vanbel@shell.com>  
Subject: Are you aware .....  

That whilst Byrne and Co were under investigation by Shell (nobody thought to ask us anything)  
He persistently told us to pack up and go as there was no further need for tools and safety wear we didn't know why he was talking like that till we met you in Shell HQ in London and learned the true nature of his departure.  

Both by visit and phone he insisted that we go fast from the street.  

Desmond 0044 07590110717  

Sent from my iPad
From: Des <deskane1@hotmail.com>
Date: 19 April 2013 14:17:00 BST
To: Peter Voser <peter.p.voser@shell.com>, Michael Crothers <m.crothers@shell.com>
Subject: Shell tells OSSL pack up and go

Peter

The point of the email is .we didn't realise (call us naive ) why Shell Corrib management needed us to disappear fast .

But Michael Crothers took us to London to explain .

Shell was using OSSL to win hearts and minds Mayo to progress the project but suddenly things changed , and tracks needed covering .

With dire consequences for us .

Got an apology but nothing else  YOU KNOW THE REST !!!!

OSSL

Sent from my iPad
Is there anyone among you ranks with an ounce of integrity?

Sent from my iPad
From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Subject: Shell tells vendor you must leave Mayo now!
Date: 26 April 2013 14:39:16 GMT+01:00
To: Peter Voser <peter.p.voser@shell.com>, John Shell News <john@shellnews.net>

Peter, be aware that senior Shell Corrib management told a small vendor to get out of the street fast ....

As strange as it sounds it happened.

What the senior Shell Corrib man failed to tell the small vendor was that he (the Shell man) was under investigation for ..as Michael Crothers stated to us ..a gross abuse of the accommodation privileges on the Corrib Project.

Michael also went on to say that we (the small vendor) were unfortunately caught in the cross fire ..... And he felt a moral obligation to us.

Never worked since ..and been assured by Shell Corrib Senior Management we never will..

It happened ok ....and you are the main man just standing by watching.

OSSL

Sent from my iPad
Dear John,

Despite many false promises the alcohol delivery remains unpaid.

Please advise

OSSL

Sent from my iPad
From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 30 April 2013 11:41:49 BST
To: Peter Voser <peter.p.voser@shell.com>, Michael Crothers <m.crothers@shell.com>, Michiel Brandjes <michiel.brandjes@shell.com>, jim.mulcair@roadbridge.ie, john.gilligan@garda.ie, john.egan@shell.com
Subject: A MAN IN A SHELL HAT PART TWO

Sirs .....

A man in a Shell hat asked us for assistance ......he got it ....because he was in that hat ..

The helpers had occasion to approach the man in the Shell hat ....to inform him that a breakdown In the system had occurred .....he understood completely ...he said he would rectify all ...he asked us to give him time to sort things .. The helpers agreed and carried on assisting in the confidential manner requested of them ......he did not sort things out ...we approached others in Shell hats one in particular who was close to the original man ... He knew and understood all he in fact offered confidential requests himself ...in front of witnesses ...he said he would sort all.

Fast forward to the current day ...a lady in a Shell hat takes the helpers to London to hear what it is they have say ... The helpers explain all to the Shell lady ... The urge her to talk with Shell man number two in Dublin ....for the necessary confirmation of the part the helpers were playing in assisting Shell with confidential covert actions ....six more months of procrastination on Shells part ...

Then an invite to London to meet top Shell hats both commercial and legal ... the Shell lady opens the meeting by informing the helpers that Shell man two in Dublin now states that he knows nothing about the helpers special assistance ....ABSOLUTELY NOTHING .. she repeats ... HOW CAN THAT BE ....what chance has the helper got ....

The silent witnesses remain silent „the householders remain silent and senior police officers remain silent ......the people who requested assistance remain silent except for Shell man number two ....who decides that denial is the best way for him to survive in his job ....regardless of the consequences to others .

NO ONE IN SHELL HAS THE GOOD MANNERS TO RESPOND JUST SILENCE .

OSSL

Sent from my iPad
From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 1 May 2013 06:59:55 BST
To: john.egan@shell.com, denise.horan@shell.com, Michiel Brandjes <michiel.brandjes@shell.com>, Peter Voser <peter.p.voser@shell.com>
Subject: Michael Crothers is an honest man ......but

......he came to Corrib to clear up a mess and bring the gas ashore ... Michael unfortunately then joined in the Mayo Madness ....he explained to OSSL in a meeting in London that the reason OSSL was not now participating in the Corrib Project was that they had all the safety and tooling and consumables including toilet paper that they needed to close out the project ......

THEN HE ANNOUNCES A NEW FOUR HUNDRED MILLION LOCAL SPEND ON GOODS AND SERVICES IN THE IRISH NATIONAL NEWSPAPERS ..........

Yesterday senior Shell management on the Corrib told OSSL that they EVERY DAY purchase goods from OSSL range of honest supply that we supplied every day for nine years on the Corrib Project .

Is he misleading OSSL at that meeting even although OSSL immediately corrected him ,telling Him that our honest products were required every day .....

Or did he mean that they DID NOT REQUIRE ANY MORE COVERT FAVOURS FOR LANDOWNERS and NO MORE ALCOHOL FOR POLICEMEN ......

An answer please . MICHAEL STAY CLEAR OF THE MAYO MADNESS ..

OSSL .

Sent from my iPad
Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 16 April 2013 09:55:20 BST
To: Peter Voser <peter.p.voser@shell.com>
Subject: What drives OSSL on ? could it be ......

Shells firm warning that they will never work in the industry again .......or

The warning of dire consequences from KPMG should they disclose the favours ,gifts ,or police alcohol .....or

The fact your colleagues on Corrib (still in your employ ) could have cleared up this matter but chose to mislead others when straight forward questions were asked that would have lead to a different outcome ....or

The courage not be used and abused dispite damnable threats from Senior Shell Corrib personnel .

Pick one or pick all .

OSSL

Sent from my iPad
From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 1 May 2013 07:51:37 BST
To: Michael Crothers <m.crothers@shell.com>, Peter Voser <peter.p.voser@shell.com>, Michiel Brandjes <michiel.brandjes@shell.com>,
john.egan@shell.com, john.gilligan@garda.ie, patrick.diskin@garda.ie,
denise.horan@shell.com, Ann Hamilton <a.hamilton@shell.com>
Subject: Shell threaten small vendor in a Dublin restaurant..

A senior Shell executive from the Corrib Gas project threatened two members of
a small supply Company in a Dublin restaurant that "if they revealed details of
cash payments to householder And supply of alcohol to local police " that he
would see to it that they would "never work in the industry again "

Michael Crothers has full details ..but others in Shell say they were not aware of
this until now ..
Has this information been suppressed ?

CHEIF SUPERINTENDANT JOHN GILLIGAN ARE YOU LISTENING. ?THIS IS
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU COMPLY WITH SHELLS WISHES ARE YOU HAPPY
WITH THIS SITUATION?

OSSL

Sent from my iPad
......it's that the conspiracy of silence has cost decent people their jobs ....if you need to know More just ask ...

OSSL

Sent from my iPad
From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 7 May 2013 06:32:04 BST
To: john.gilligan@garda.ie, bridgid.lowe@shell.com, Michael Crothers <m.crothers@shell.com>, john.egan@shell.com, linda.syzmanski@shell.com, Peter Voser <peter.p.voser@shell.com>, Michiel Brandjes <michiel.brandjes@shell.com>
Subject: An understanding of consequences

John,

Just as long as you know, what happened was bad enough but what action was taken by SHELL /GARDA was a disgrace and destroyed lives. How could you just ignore this?

Desmond

Sent from my iPad
Peter, be aware that senior Shell Corrib management told a small vendor to get out of the street fast ....

As strange as it sounds it happened.

What the senior Shell Corrib man failed to tell the small vendor was that he (the Shell man) was under investigation for ..as Michael Crothers stated to us ..a gross abuse of the accommodation privileges on the Corrib Project.

Michael also went on to say that we (the small vendor ) were unfortunately caught in the cross fire ..... And he felt a moral obligation to us.

Never worked since ..and been assured by Shell Corrib Senior Management we never will ..

It happened ok ....and you are the main man just standing by watching.

OSSL

Sent from my iPad
John ...

Given that we hear your a decent man ... Given that you know what happened ...given that Neil has been severely punished by your benefactors ...given that it was me who met Grimes or a man that Shell senior Corrib management told me was Grimes ......given you are well aware of the disastrous consequences that have occurred to OSSL for being compliant with Shell/ Garda requests.........

What in Gods name are you playing at ?

Desmond. 0044. 07590110717

Sent from my iPad
John,

For whatever reason, you have chosen to remain silent on the Shell/Garda alcohol situation.

Our involvement in the Garda and Shell arrangements cost us our jobs, your continued silence is costing us much more.

Please tell Michael to release our payment now! He’s says that’s all it will take.

Desmond

Sent from my iPad
From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 8 May 2013 09:27:53 BST
To: Michael Crothers <m.crothers@shell.com>, Peter Voser <peter.p.voser@shell.com>, Michiel Brandjes <michiel.brandjes@shell.com>, "john.egan@shell.com" <john.egan@shell.com>, Ann Hamilton <a.hamilton@shell.com>, Andrew Brown <andrew.brown@shell.com>, Denise Horan <denise.horan@shell.com>, Linda Syzmanski <linda.syzmanski@shell.com>, Wim-Peter van Bel <wim-peter.vanbel@shell.com>, Bridgid Lowe <bridgid.lowe@shell.com>, Charles Hornsby <charles.hornsby@shell.com>
Subject: Van dam enquiry ......a white wash ?

Michael ,

Current and past colleagues on the Corrib have been kind enough to offer some "whispers"of support for OSSL ...albeit with caution with regard to their own position .

The talk in the ranks is that a thorough investigation was held by BID and Frances van Dam , however that could not be further from the truth as you well know .

You were visibly enraged at the London meeting when Van Dam delivered her findings and declared that she had completed her report on the matter , Marc Fitzgibbon Ossls legal man who you paid to fly to London to hear her findings , stopped Frances immediately and asked for our copies of the enquiry before proceeding ,this simple request was denied .

So we asked some questions .......

Frances ... What did the following householders say about our claim that we paid for favours of home improvements and household goods ,holidays, cash school fees, cars,garden makeovers and much more ....?

Healy Healy Healy McGrath Colloty Sweeney Noone Coyle

Frances replies ...........WE DID NOT ASK THEM !!!!!!!!

Frances ...What did the local police force Garda say when asked if OSSL had supplied alcohol To them on Shell specific instructions in 2005. 2006. 2007 .?

Frances replies ...........WE DID NOT ASK THEM !!!!!!!!

Frances ... What did Connor Byrne say when asked if he used a system of disguising invoices by Falsifying their true content to distance Shell from these questionable transactions ?

Frances replies ...........WE DID NOT ASK HIM !!!!!!!!
Frances ... **What did Terry Nolan say when asked if he had demanded that Neil Rooney falsify A police statement in order to protect someone called Joe Gannon?**

Frances replies ............WE DID NOT ASK HIM !!!!!!!!

Frances ... What support did you get from others in Shell for Ossls participation as a go to company for small problem solving day and daily on the Project ?

Frances replies .............WE DID NOT ASK ANYONE !!!!!!!!!!

Michael you asked Frances ........Frances regarding the invoice that was the subject of a meeting In the Broadhaven Hotel chaired by Brian Foley and attended by all concerned including Roadbridge .... **and was agreed by all present to be a falsified invoices at Connor Byrnes of Shells request** ... What did your enquiry find out about that ?

Frances replies .................WE DID NOT ASK ABOUT THAT MATTER !!!!!!!

Michael replies .................SO WE BETTER HAVE ANOTHER ENQUIRY ......don’t you think
Frances?

Frances replies ..................silence (as in no reply )

OSSL asks Frances ...............given that we put forward Brian Foley as an honest broker with regard OSSL special assistance to the Shell Corrib Project what was he able to tell your thorough enquiry on the matter

Frances replies ...............Brian Foley stated he knew nothing about special arrangements With OSSL regarding favours supplied and hidden in disguised invoices

Frances ... How can it be that Brian Foley says he knows nothing when he chaired the Broadhaven Hotel meeting where a disguised invoices was passed in its disguised state for payment by Roadbridge whom knew nothing about its content .

Frances replies ...............silence (as in no reply )

MICHAEL REPEATS I THINK WE NEED ANOTHER ENQUIRY !!!!!!!!!!!!!

FRANCES SQUIRMS IN HER SEAT ... SHE RECOGNISES MICHAEL’S DISGUST !!!

This is the enquiry that destroyed OSSL and its three members YOU KNOW THE TRUTH

ACT NOW !!!!
Desmond Kane

Sent from my iPad
From: THE OSSL COMPANY <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Date: 8 May 2013 12:38:12 BST
To: Michael Crothers <m.crothers@shell.com>, john.egan@shell.com, denise.horan@shell.com, Des Kane <deskane1@hotmail.com>
Subject: Shells warning delivered by KPMG
....on the police alcohol Shell sent OSSL north of the border not for any other reason than to make sure we did not buy it locally from our friend Frank Brogan ...

....when Shell saw the first consignment in our store ...they very unkindly asked if we were "fucking stupid " and went on to say that there was upwards of three hundred "cops" up there and much more was needed , we must return north and get more .

Pretty clear don't you think .

OSSL

Sent from my iPad
Dear Sir,

With respect we request a meeting with you on Monday the 20th May 2013 in your offices in The Hague ....please be good enough to agree to this request , it will take only a half hour of your busy Schedule.

It is very important that we meet in order to bring this whole unfortunate situation to a close.

We are travelling on the Sunday so can meet at a time convenient to you on Monday.

Thank you in anticipation of a positive reply.

Sincerely,

The Kane Family.

Sent from my iPad
Hello Des

I am preparing an email to send to Alan Shatter later today that I will copy to every TD.

In all of the emails and correspondence you have supplied thus far, I have not seen evidence that anyone has challenged the veracity of your countless references to alcohol?

Has that ever happened? Has anyone, until now, ever verbally or in writing denied that you bought and distributed alcohol to the Garda on behalf of Shell?

If there is any such denial in writing, can you please email me a copy of that information.

I think I know the answer already, but want to check before putting anything into writing myself on that aspect.

If I received an email making reference to something that never happened, I would not ignore it, but would immediately take issue and put it in writing.

Kind regards
John
From: "osslbangor@hotmail.com " <osslbangor@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: REPLY TO ALAN SHATTER
Date: 19 May 2013 12:54:04 GMT+01:00
To: John Donovan <john@shellnews.net>

There has never been any denial from Shell whatsoever they paid over the money the two previous years through disguised invoices to Roadbridge on the instruction of senior Shell management they failed to give the instruction about the disguising of the final delivery ....we hve been in open discussion with them about the booze nobody ever denied the facts the instruction was theirs alone .... Michael stated he had difficulty ...compartmentalising the booze !!!
Sent from my BlackBerry® wireless device